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Managing Director’s Message
I am continuously amazed by the great team at the Road Commission of Kalamazoo County (RCKC). We are continuously working on maintenance
activities, whether it be winter maintenance, grading gravel roads, maintaining signs/signals, etc. We are continuously preparing for the next construction
season and training staff to assist in managing projects throughout the county. We are always working to do so efficiently and effectively and the cycle for
improvement never ends. As I look back at 2015, I reflect on the team accomplishments including;
We continued our Township Joint meeting presentations, visiting all township
We assisted with the Texas Township Road Tour
We provided data for the 2015 Kalamazoo Township $9.75 million dollar bond proposal and completed a successful
year one of projects, along with many
other local and primary road projects
We paved approximately 30 miles of road
We chip sealed approximately 116 miles of road
We experimented with chip seal applications and spent two days training our team in the classroom and field. We
completed a video for chip seal operations from these efforts
We had preventative maintenance treatments on 2 bridges
We managed over 174 projects
We were are most proud of our Portage Road project - Texas underseal
We provided continued support of our Non-motorized Facilities Policy and projects
We continued our asset management data collection and information – utilizing the Grand Valley Metro Council van in
2015; #1 Road Agency in the State for PASER rating of Primary Roads; participated in a Michigan Tech University pilot study on rating gravel roads
We were recognized by the American Public Works Association and Michigan Transportation Asset Management Council for our collaboration with
Kalamazoo Township infrastructure improvements
We helped organize a variety of educational workshops including Setting Realistic Speed Limits
We continued numerous equipment and material demos and installed our platform scale
Completed various facilities improvements preserving our building assets
We continued collaborative efforts including the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT), Drain Commissioner, Village of Vicksburg, Richland and
Climax, City of Kalamazoo and other Road Commissions in the State
We updated our fee schedule – 27 fees were either reduced or not changed out of 46
We updated our logo and name
We were invited to be part of the road package bill signing – State and Federal Road Funding approved
We continue to have a team of dedicated public servants dedicated to maintaining service and continuing to challenge our operations for improvements
as the Best Road Commission in the State. We were pleased to have our progress recognized by an independent consulting group in 2015.
Thank you to our Board, employees and their families, all our contractors, vendors and local officials. As we move into 2016, the RCKC continues to be
recognized and we prepare for another cycle for improvement. I sincerely appreciate our great team work reflected along our network of roads and
bridges throughout the county.
Thank you for allowing us to serve you!

Connect to Road Commission Alerts
The RCKC announces RCKC CONNECT, a mass notification
service that allows RCKC to send citizens voice and/or text
messages to home phones, businesses, local agencies and
mobile phones in just minutes regarding road closures, detours,
and road construction projects. Citizens can choose to receive
notifications about RCKC events that may affect their home,
workplace, schools and more.
RCKC CONNECT is also a great way for the RCKC to remind
citizens of upcoming public meetings and RCKC General News.
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Changing the Mindset of a
Chip Seal

The RCKC uses a variety of preventative maintenance techniques to preserve the condition of roadways. A key preventative maintenance
technique is a chip seal treatment. Chip seal is a preventative maintenance treatment in which the pavement is sprayed with asphalt
emulsion, then immediately covered with aggregate and rolled (rotated) to its flattest side. The construction materials utilized in chip seal
operations are the same materials used to construct hot mix asphalt (HMA) pavements. Chip seals are used to seal the wearing surface
of an HMA pavement. A chip seal treatment preserves a pavement surface for up to a 10 year period as it prevents oxidization of the
pavement surface and moisture infiltration, which reduces cracking and potholes.
Chip seal remains the most cost effective method to preserve our infrastructure. A chip seal treatment
upon application, may appear to be a nuisance to the traveling public, but over time the treated surface
improves; whereas a hot mix asphalt (HMA) treatment upon application is ideal, but then decreases rapidly in appearance and performance, without the use of preventative treatments.
The purpose of a chip seal treatment is to create a water proof membrane that protects the HMA surface
from water infiltration and oxidization from the sun. The visual effects of surface deterioration is very evident and has been our determining factor leading to our 6 year chip seal cycle. New HMA surfaces that
have aged to approximately 6 years show signs of minor surface voids (primarily caused by clay iron
stone pops), minor transverse and longitudinal cracks (primarily along the center construction joint), surface color fading (drying and aging of the asphalt cement) and exposed aggregate that was previously
covered by “fines” (sand and asphalt cement).
Prior to 2016, the RCKC utilized a 6 year schedule to consistently perform chip seal treatments to our 449 miles of primary roads throughout Kalamazoo County. Our previous program incorporated a new HMA road surface in our chip seal plan to receive its first chip seal
treatment on the 6th year after the road was improved with new HMA. This schedule delayed the first chip seal treatment until signs of surface deterioration where visually apparent. This has been an effective program overall, however experts suggest a change in application
timing. By waiting 6 years to apply the first chip seal treatment, we allow the effects of the sun and water to deteriorate the top surface of
the HMA.
In 2016, the RCKC will advance our chip seal program to a higher level by applying the first chip/fog seal treatment at the beginning stages
of the HMA surface life (1-2 years after a new HMA surface is placed) for our primary road network. Performing earlier applications of chip
seal will protect and preserve the new HMA surface and prevent the initial deterioration of an HMA
surface, which will also extend the timeline for future chip seal applications. Chip seal treatments
performed at years 1-2 of age will also reduce the crack fill and HMA wedging costs due to improved
surface condition and advanced preventive maintenance.
A fog seal treatment will also be applied with our 2016, primary road chip seal projects to assist in
reducing loose stone and dust associated with a new chip seal treatment. A fog seal treatment is a
light application of asphalt emulsion diluted with water applied to the surface of a bituminous pavement or recent chip seal. The fog seal treatment will create a black surface that appears to resemble new HMA. The black surface of a fog seal treatment also assists with pavement marking contrast and has value to RCKC’s winter maintenance operations as the black surface absorbs heat
and assists with the melting of snow and ice.
Together, we need to change the mindset of chip seals on our road network, both in timing and importance of this preventative maintenance tool. So this summer, when you see a chip seal treatment on a roadway, please think of it as a positive effort to effectively maintain
our public road system, prolong future maintenance and capitalizing on our financial resources.
See our website page at www.kalamazoocountyroads.com for project information in 2016 and the 2016—2020 Capital Improvement Plan.
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Maintenance—Intensive
Gravel Roads Need
Constant Attention


Gravel roads can be troublesome in winter with
fluctuating temperatures.



Frozen ground cannot be graded and snow /ice
removal and snow plowing are all more difficult.



Sand is spread on curves and corners for traction.



Salt cannot be used on gravel roads because it soaks
in and will not bond to the gravel surface to make an
ice-melting “brine”.

It is typically during the “spring thaw,” that gravel roads are
the greatest challenge when typically the temperatures rise
fairly quickly. The faster the temperatures rise, the harder it
is on gravel roads. Also,
the faster the temperatures
rise, the less there is that
the RCKC can do. When
the temperatures rise
quickly, the snow melts
faster than the ground
thaws, meaning there is
water everywhere and nowhere for it to go, as it
can’t soak into the ground.
The surface of gravel
roads then turns to mud.
When the top three or four (or more) inches of a gravel road
are mud, with the consistency of soup, grading the road
does nothing to improve its “drivability”. When the gravel
roads have turned to soup, the limited approach, is to apply
new gravel. However, because this is very labor intensive,
time consuming and expensive, RCKC is only able to do so
on a limited basis. Additionally, when gravel is placed on
top of this “soup,” it can easily be washed away with the
next rain, meaning the time, effort and money put into placing the gravel was wasted.

Tips for Dealing with
Potholes

As we all know, it’s best to avoid hitting potholes whenever
possible. That’s easier to do if your driving cautiously, and
not tailgating, so you have more time to see and react to any
potholes you’re approaching.
Potholes are sometimes difficult to spot in the daytime, and
even more so at night. Puddles can also conceal potholes,
either already formed or beginning to form.
Be extra cautious around puddles—they could be potholes
filled with water. Since water is a critical component to forming potholes, that puddle may be at work creating one as you
drive through it.
A properly maintained vehicle and tires can help motorists
avoid potholes or minimize damage when one is struck. It is
also best to slow down then release the brakes before hitting
a pothole. This helps to reduce the speed at impact as well
as give a vehicle’s suspension the full range of travel to absorb the impact.
Motorists can report potholes/service requests by calling
RCKC at (269) 381-3171 or by visiting the RCKC website at
http://www.kalamazoocountyroads.com/contact.php.

Hard surfacing gravel roads solves
many issues with the every changing
conditions, but the lack of road funding frequently prevents this option.
A special assessment may be
proposed by landowners or by a
township board for a project.
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RCKC Receives Awards

The RCKC was awarded two awards by the County Road
Association (CRA) of Michigan at the annual road association
conference last week. The awards were selected by CRA
members for
recognition in
communications
and operations.
The awards
received were
the IMPRESS
Award for
Excellence in
Communications for the
Texas Township Road Tour and for the IMPRESS Award for
Excellence in Operations for the D Avenue Chip Seal Trial
Program. The RCKC appreciates all the support from staff and
partners throughout the county that made these awards
possible.

RCKC and Kalamazoo Township
Recognized

RCKC was also awarded by Southwest Branch of the
American Public Works Association (APWA) 2015 PROJECT
OF THE YEAR AWARD for the Kalamazoo Township Local
Infrastructure 3 Year Plan project in the category of
Transportation – Greater Than $2 Million.
RCKC met the established goal of creating a 3 year, $9.75
million Kalamazoo Township plan to support their
infrastructure bonding proposal for local roads. With the
support of township residents, this investment will significantly
improve the overall surface condition rating on all local roads
in Kalamazoo Township and within Kalamazoo County.
The first year of the three year plan was completed November
1, 2015 and included 25 miles of road improvements, 32,545
tons of hot mix asphalt, 356 drainage spillways, 87 drainage
structures, and 823 feet of concrete curb/gutter repairs. The
RCKC will continue projects in 2016 and fully complete the
plan in 2017. The RCKC and Kalamazoo Township thank
Rieth Riley, all of the contractors and the patience of the
residents that made year one successful.
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RCKC Project of the Year
The Michigan Chapter of the American Public Works Association
has awarded RCKC project of the Year in the Category less than
$1 million for the D Avenue west of 6th Street Chip Seal.

Operation Brush Control
The RCKC uses an integrated approach to control roadside
brush and branches using:

 Hand Cutting
 Mechanical Devices
 Herbicides
Hand clearing and wing
are expensive and cannot
be used safely in all areas.
Specifically trained, licensed and experienced professionals
selectively apply the herbicides to specific vegetation that could
create a driving hazard. This spot spraying along local unplatted
and primary roads is done on a rotating basis in one-quarter of
the county late each summer. The operation is not a continuous
broadcast spray—only those roadside areas where existing
brush and limbs create safety hazards are sprayed.
The RCKC applies Krenite S a chemical approved by both
Michigan Department of Agriculture and the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency.
Toxicological studies of both long-term and short-terms, high
level exposures have shown Krenite S to be safe—in fact, in
terms of lethal dosage, safer than substances like caffeine and
aspirin. A copy of the Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) and
the product specimen label for Krenite S are available at the
RCKC’s office.
If you would rather not have the brush sprayed along your
roadside, owners have to clear the brush and limbs before the
spraying program begins annually. Property owners may
remove brush and low hanging limbs at minimum fourteen (14)
feet up and fourteen (14) feet away from the traveled portion of
the right-of-way or 14 feet from the edge of the road with RCKC
permission prior to the time frame specified by RCKC. If the
roadside vegetation control efforts have not been accomplished
within the permitted time frame, an application of an herbicide
may occur.
Approximately one-quarter of the county is sprayed annually, so
a given area will only be sprayed once every four years. In
2016, unplatted areas of Prairie Ronde, Schoolcraft and Texas
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Tips for Work Zones

Board of County
Road Commissioners of the
County of Kalamazoo County
To better serve our County and local officials, each Road
Commissioner has been assigned as a liaison to various
townships we serve as follows:
Daniel J. Moyle—2016 Chairman
Brady, Prairie Ronde, Wakeshma Townships

The RCKC would like to remind motorists of safe driving tips in
work zones for you and our employees/contractors:









Kenneth R. Oscarson—2016 Vice Chairman
Charleston, Schoolcraft, Texas Townships

Expect the Unexpected
Slow Down
Follow designated DETOUR ROUTES
Keep a safe distance between you and the car ahead of
you
Pay attention to signs and obey traffic regulators
Stay alert and minimize distractions; keep up with traffic
flow
Schedule enough time to drive safely and check radio,
television, newspaper and websites for updates
Be patient and stay calm

Dennis J. Berkebile
Comstock, Cooper, Ross Townships
David Q. Worthams
Alamo, Oshtemo, Richland Townships
Deb Buchholtz
Kalamazoo, Climax, Pavilion Townships

DRIVE LIKE YOU WANT TO MAKE IT HOME TONIGHT!!
We are looking forward to another construction season;
REMEMBER
ORANGE BARRELS = PROGRESS!

We are committed to providing a safe and convenient
road system for our county motorists. As our
customers and as residents of Kalamazoo County you
are also entitled to excellent service from us at all times.
We aim to provide answers to your service requests.
We encourage our residents and the motoring public to
report road conditions that need attention. To make
sure our service to you is prompt and courteous we
strive to continually improve our methods of contact.
Business hours 7:30am – 4:00pm, Monday through Friday 269-381-3171 or call 911 for road related emergencies after business hours.

Staff Highlights
We welcome Katie Howell, Accounting Clerk, Chad Selvidge,
Steve Wightman, Andrew Teadt, and Mitch Potter in our
field operations team!

Visit our Website










Board Meeting Information
2014 Annual Report
Construction Guidelines
2016 Budget
2016-2020 Primary Road Capital Improvement Plan
Brochures
Permit Applications
Purchasing/Bid Information
Road Data
Click to Like us on Facebook

Subscribe to our news feeds for up to date information.
www.kalamazoocountyroads.com or email us at info@kcrc-roads.com
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